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Malaysia is a Federation and a democratic country which elects the government through ‘first past the 
post’ system adopted from the British Electoral system since 1954. One of the advantages of the system 
is creating stability in the country since the sole party in the cabinet of the ruling government is only, 
the winning party. This system, however, becomes the limelight due to growing support garnered by the 
opposition during the 1999 and 2014 general elections. There is a cry for change of Malaysian current 
electoral system to proportional representation system. Is this the best for Malaysia? This article seeks 
to explore the possibility of introducing the new electoral system in Malaysia. The research data were 
collected through interview with thirteen experts in the fields of politics, law, and management of 
Malaysia’s electoral system. The data were analysed using content analysis by employing the thematic 
approach. It is found that both the simple majority and the propositional representation system have its 
strengths and weaknesses. Also, the study found that the first past the post system is the best system to 
be implemented in Malaysia as for now. Any future changes to the current electoral system in Malaysia 
require a large preparation and arrangement primarily to the current legal and institutional frameworks 
and most importantly, readiness of the people to change to a new system. 
Keywords: Electoral system, Malaysia electoral system, First past the post system, Proportional 
representation system, Electoral system change. 
Introduction 
The electoral system is the basis to identify the eligible individual to be the election candidate, to be 
elected by the voters during the election. The method of choosing or electing the representative of the 
people in the Parliament and the State Legislative Assembly in the Federation of Malaysia is determined 
through the election process and the election system that is adopted by the Federation of Malaysia before 
its independence in 1957 is ‘first past the post’ (FPTP) system. While there are few other electoral 
systems that may be implemented in any democratic countries like FPTP, proportional representation or 
hybrid of these systems, Malaysia is one of the countries in the world that adopts the first past the post 
(FPTP) system as its electoral system. The United Kingdom and India are the examples of a country that 
practice the FPTP as the electoral system in their process of democracy. However, most European, 
African and Latin American countries choose Proportional Representation system (Ides, 2011). East 
Asian Countries like Indonesia chooses the hybrid of PR system (Sulistyo, 2002); while Thailand, 
Taiwan, Philippines and South Korea adopt the mixed plurality and PR system (Reilly, 2007, p.193). 
Malaysia adopted the FPTP system, simply because Malaysia was previously under British protectorate. 
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However, the Parliamentary Select Committee (PSC) on Electoral Reforms in 2012 tabled a report, and of 
the recommendations for improvement is to relooking into the FPTP system to PR system (Parliament of 
Malaysia, 2012). The question is, what is the best electoral system for Malaysia? Is it time for a change? 
First Past the Post vs Proportional Representation 
According to Faruqi (2008), it is a big challenge to choose the best electoral system to be implemented in 
any country, which is then used to elect the representative of the people in the Parliament and in the 
government. What is best for a country may be not the best to the others. Schwartz (2002) explains that in 
FPTP or simple majority system, the voter selects a candidate from a ballot paper. The candidate who 
garnered the majority votes or the highest number of votes will be the winner. The Deputy Chairman of 
Election Commission of Malaysia, Dato’ Wan Ahmad Wan Omar, explained the same that in the FPTP 
system, the voters vote the candidate for particular constituents and those who get the highest number of 
votes is the winner (Utusan Malaysia, 11 August 2013). As such, this system is called simple majority 
system or ‘first-past-the-post’ system. Through this FPTP system, the party that secures or win most seats 
(represented by a candidate for a particular seat) will be the winner of the election, even though the win is 
just by a very small margin of even a seat. The loser, even by a vote (for the candidate), or by a seat (for 
the party), will get nothing. In other words, Ides (2011) regards this situation as the “winner take all”, 
disregarding the choice of the voters who have chosen the losing party, and the fact that the losing party 
may have secured a substantial number of votes from the voters. However, advantages of FPTP system 
are, the system is simple to understand and to implement, the formation of the single-party government, 
exclude the extremists and build a relationship between the representatives and their constituents. 
On the contrary, under the proportional representation system, every party choose the representatives 
based on the percentage of votes secured from the voters. If Party A receives XV% of votes, under the 
proportional representation system, Party A will have XV% of the total seats (Schwartz, 2002) that is the 
composition of the legislature will be similar to the percentage (Ides, 2011). Omar also considers it as 
popular votes where the voters choose the party and the winner is counted based on total number ‘popular 
vote’ received by the contesting party without referring or assigning to any particular seat or constituent 
(Utusan Malaysia, 11 August 2013). Ides (2011) stresses that the basis for the proportional representation 
system is the democratisation of representatives in the legislative body, base on the actual percentage of 
the voters’ vote for a party (Reilly, Ellis & Reynolds, 2005). Some of the known advantages are, “winner-
take-all” problem (Ides, 2011) which excludes smaller parties, minorities, and women from representation 
(Reilly, Ellis & Reynolds, 2005). 
Furthermore, the FPTP system as practised in few is viewed as ‘undemocratic’ since the 
representation of the member of a legislative body does not truly represent the choice of the voters. It is 
suggested, for instance, that California adopts the proportional representation system to replace the FPTP 
system (Ides, 2011). In the other parts of the world, countries like New Zealand (Commonwealth Law 
Bulletin, 1993), Sweden, Norway, Spain, Germany, South Africa, France and Switzerland choose the 
proportional representation system and mixed-member proportional over the FPTP system (Ides, 2011). 
The alternative to FPTP system is a proportional representation (PR). The PR system is argued to 
balance the representation in the legislative (Reilly, Ellis & Reynolds, 2005) representing actual votes 
received by each party (Ides, 2011). In PR system, there are mainly three subsystems which are party list 
PR System, single-transferable-vote (STV PR system (Reilly, Ellis & Reynolds, 2005) and mix-member 
proportional (MMP)(Ides, 2011). The party list PR system is where the representation in the legislative is 
based on the percentage of vote received by the party, while STV PR system is “voters rank-order 
candidates” and MMP is where some members of the legislative are elected under plurality system like 
FPTP and the rest is elected by way of PR system (Ides, 2011). As mentioned earlier, Latin America, 
Africa, and European countries are the mostly using the PR system (Reilly, Ellis & Reynolds, 2005). In 
Germany for instance, the electoral system is MMP where it is a combination of party-list PR and FPTP 
(Ides, 2011). 
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PR electoral system is argued to have advantages over FPTP system. Reilly, Ellis & Reynolds (2005) 
argued, inter alia, that PR system produce fairer result, reducing the disparity of seats between parties, 
encourage voters to turn out because every vote counts or every vote matters, the parties have to go 
beyond districts to campaign beyond the districts, visible power-sharing between parties and 
sustainability of policy. However, the disadvantages of PR systems are, among others, the PR system 
giving rise to coalition governments, and the problem of complexity of PR system that gives difficulties 
to voters and the electoral commission to understand and manage. 
As such, the FPTP system is a system that favours a major and big party and makes the government 
of the ruling party, stronger and stable compared to the government established under the PR system. 
According to Taylor and Johnston (1979), these features of FPTP system give clear advantages to the 
bigger parties. To ensure a fair nd just electoral system, and to create a level playing field, a fair and 
effective legal and institutional framework for the administration of election must be established. In this 
regards, Malaysia has formulated and enacted legal and institutional framework before independence by 
having an election for Federation of Malaya in 1955. Then the laws were amended and improve by 
inserting or deleting certain provisions. Later, the provisions on the election were included in the FC of 
Malaysia in 1957 (Lim, 2002). 
Research Methodology 
This study employs legal doctrinal methodology with qualitative and socio-legal approach. It is to 
analyses the relevance or the need of changing the current electoral system of FPTP to PR system in 
Malaysia. The data were collected through interviews with thirteen experts in the fields of politics, law, 
and management of Malaysia’s elections. Research instruments i.e. open-ended questions were developed 
for the interviews. The primary data were also collected from the Acts like the FC, Election Act 1958 and 
Election Commission Act 1957, while secondary data were collected through journals, books, bulletin, 
and internet sources. The data were analysed using content analysis by employing the thematic approach. 
Electoral System in Malaysia 
The Malaysian Federal Constitution (FC) stipulates that the Parliament consist of House of 
Representatives and the Senate, while the States have Legislative Assemblies of the States. In the 
election, the eligible voters cast their votes every five years (article 55(3), FC) to elect the member of 
Parliament or House of Representative at national level (article 55(4), FC) and to elect member of State 
Legislative Assembly at the states level (article 71, 8th Schedule, section 9(3), FC). The party that wins 
the majority of seats in the election will be announced as winners and will form the government (Lim, 
2002). Other relevant laws governing the electoral system in Malaysia are Election Offences Act 1954, 
Election Commission Act 1957, and Elections Act 1958. Thus, although FPTP is not explicitly mentioned 
as the electoral system in Malaysia, but the provisions under the FC clearly show that FPTP is the 
electoral system in Malaysia. 
Findings and Discussion 
This study involves 13 experts in law, electoral administration officers, and academicians. Interviews 
were conducted asking on the relevance of the current electoral system and whether there is a need for 
change. The sub-heading are themed based on the findings which are; first, why does Malaysia choose 
FPTP system? Second, should Malaysia adopt PR system? Lastly, the way forwards electoral system for 
Malaysia. 
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Why Does Malaysia Choose FPTP System?  
Based on the interviews conducted with the respondents, that are factors that influence Malaysia to 
choose FPTP system. The FPTP system was adopted due to historical reason and the advantages of FPTP 
system. 
Historical Background 
According to respondent 1, when the country gained its independence, the people did not fully understand 
the electoral system. Due to that, the government chose to adopt a simple system that can be easily 
comprehended by the people that is FPTP system. Besides, being under the British protectorate for nearly 
90 years, this model (FPTP) was based on the “Westminster system” applied in the UK (Respondents 11 
& 12). The view was similarly agreed by respondents 3, 6 and 12 that Malaysian FPTP system was 
inherited from the British system. It is also interesting to note that respondent 13 clearly regards the FPTP 
system as an “invaluable gift” given by the Reid Commission. The Reid Commission was established to 
draft the Malayan Federal Constitution (now the Federal Constitution of Malaysia). Respondent 13 
specifically mentions that the process of delineation of constituents under article 113, Section 2(i) and (ii) 
of the FC is a provision that is regarded as “invaluable gift” or “treasure” to the Malays. This is because 
the said provision allows for delineation process to be exercise every 8 years, and consequently, 
“gerrymandering” is legal and allowed under the FC of Malaysia. Also, the FC does not specifically 
mention on how the exercise of the delineation process is to be carried out by the Election Commission 
(Tey, 2010, p.11). Respondent 13 is of the view that, due to the legality of gerrymandering as provided 
under the FC of Malaysia, the process and implementation of gerrymandering may be used to the 
advantage of the Malays in Malaysia’s electoral system. As such, it is the system to ensure that the 
Malays are in control and in power over Malaysia’s political landscape. Besides that, respondent 4 and 12 
argues that the FPTP system is the best and adopted due to the background, history, socio-demography 
and cross-cultural, religion and ethnic that Malaysia has. 
Advantages of FPTP 
Respondents also claim that FPTP system was applied and implemented in Malaysia due to its advantages 
over PR system. The FPTP is a “single representation” with representation for state legislative or the 
parliament based on constituents. This will establish a good relationship between the elected 
representative and the voters of the constituents (respondent 4). Respondents 1 and 4 also argue that the 
system allows the voters to choose and vote the candidates of their choice and as such, the system may be 
used to determine the support of the grass root voters and the party voters to the ruling party. If the 
elected candidates or party do not perform well, the voters may turn their support to others in the next 
election (respondent 2). 
The FPTP system also creates stability to the country, especially political stability due to 
“decisiveness” of the election result. Decisiveness here refers to the fact that even a party won by a seat, 
the party is the winning party and legally bound to form a government (respondent 4). This is very 
important to avoid any chaotic situation as the winner and the loser of the election is clearly defined. 
Another advantage of the FPTP system is that the minority will also be represented in the legislative by 
the appointment of Senators to the Senate (Respondents 2 and 3). The winning party is allowed to appoint 
Senators in the Senate, for instance, in 2016, 64 Senators are appointed by the Parliament of Malaysia 
(Parliament of Malaysia, 2016). The indigenous people, army pensioner, artist, and other minorities have 
been appointed as Senators. The appointment of Senators is to ensure participation of the minorities in the 
Malaysian legislative assembly (respondent 3 and 7). However, respondent 2 claim that the Senators are 
mere “rubber-stamp” in the decision-making process in the Parliament. 
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The development of the constituent represented by the elected representative is also seen as the 
advantage of the FPTP system. The elected person may give his attention and focus to the needs of his 
constituent, in terms of physical development, economy or social development of his constituency. 
However, respondent 1 opined that the contrary will happen when the “development” is given only to 
attract the votes of the voters without bringing the development which is actually needed by the 
constituents. As such, the FPTP system is very important to balance the development between 
constituents (respondent 3) especially the rural areas. The process of delineation is also to help to balance 
the development between different areas in the countries (respondent 13).  
The FPTP system is also easy to be implemented which only need one round of the voting process. 
On the contrary, the PR system may need two or more voting process and this making the process more 
complicated either to the voters or the electoral administrators. The voting analysis of the election is 
easier to be done under the FPTP system because the voters’ casting of the ballots for candidates is pre-
determined by the election commission in terms of place and constituency (Respondent 2).  Last but not 
least, the FPTP system is regarded as the best to be implemented in Malaysia because of its diversity i.e. 
the diversity in terms of religions, ethnic, and culture. 
Should Malaysia adopt PR system? 
The next question and theme are whether Malaysia should adopt the PR system to replace the current 
FPTP system. Based on the evidence gathered from the respondents, the responses are varied among the 
respondents. Some agree to change the current FPTP system to PR system. The proponents of the PR 
system (to be implemented in Malaysia) argue for its practicality because the candidates are nominated by 
the parties and the voters elected the candidates from the list, and the representation in the legislative 
assembly is based on the popular votes gained by the party. In other words, the winner of the election is 
based on the total number of the votes received from all over the country, and not limited to votes from a 
particular constituent only (respondent 1).  The respond from the respondents shows that the respondents 
see the advantages of PR system as against the FPTP system. Most of the respondents agree that the PR 
system has the advantages because the voters choose the parties instead of choosing the constituent 
(respondents 1, 7 and 9); easier to implement the voters may cast the ballot anywhere in the country as 
long as they have valid identification card (respondents 2, 7 & 9), as against “single representative” where 
the voters have to go to dedicated polling station; increase the turnout of the voters since the voters 
believe that every vote counts (respondent 1, 2, 9 & 12); and PR system is a way forward because it is fair 
to all without boundaries. 
Respondent 11 said that PR system truly reflects the number popular votes or the voice of every 
voter that turn out to cast their votes (Respondent 2 and 9). In the General Election 2013, the opposition 
parties garnered about 51% popular votes whereas the ruling party secured only 49% of popular votes. As 
such, respondent 11 strongly believe that based on the voice of the people, Malaysia should have changed 
to PR system for now. The changes to the PR system is said to overcome the weaknesses of the FPTP 
system (respondent 4) and as an alternative to doing away with gerrymandering in the electoral system 
(respondent 12). 
Respondent 12 also argues that diversity (in terms of religions, ethnicity etc.) that Malaysia have 
should not be the excuse not to implement PR system as what more important is the best electoral system 
for Malaysia that is PR system. The advantages of the PR system are greater than the FPTP system and 
the change must be done, sooner rather than later (respondent 9). New Zealand has been referred to as an 
example to change from a system to a better system that fit the needs of the country. In this case, New 
Zealand introduced a new electoral system to the country i.e. MMP PR system (respondent 3). Referring 
to New Zealand, the respondents agree that the ‘political will’ of the Government is the most important 
aspect to implement or to introduce a new electoral system in Malaysia (respondents 6, 7, 9 and 10). 
Similarly, looking at the aspects of law and the electoral administration, respondents 8 and 11 agree that 
Malaysia is ready to change to a new electoral system and what is lacking is just the political will and 
readiness of the government. 
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While some respondents agree that Malaysia should change to the new electoral system, it is also 
argued that new changes to a new electoral system must take into consideration the infrastructure and the 
support system that help efficient implementation of the new electoral system. Issues on the perception of 
the people on the validity and integrity of the PR system must be clarified. The Malaysian Electoral 
Commission should also change the negative perception towards them before any new electoral system is 
to be implemented (respondent 10).   The mentality and people’s understanding of the new electoral 
system are also very important. As mentioned earlier, the PR system is more complicated than the FPTP 
system that needs further understanding on the part of the people especially to those in the rural areas 
(respondent 4). The younger and educated people/generations always open and expose to the online and 
outside world. This generation may have different political views and want to establish ‘dual party’ 
system in Malaysia, which already happening in the UK, USA, Japan and Taiwan (respondent 4). 
As such, it is argued that any changes to a new electoral system must be in parity with the 
development of the people. Improvement to the Malaysia Election Commission, apart from the negative 
perception, must be made in relation to its organizational structure, free from any political interference 
and must be independent (respondents, 3, 4, 8 and 12). 
However, the opponents of the PR system highlight the weaknesses of the system. The respondents 
view the implementation of the PR system will diminish the special privileges of the Malays. The 
respondents also claim that election is racist and the parties are ethnic centered (respondents 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 
10 and 11). Respondent 13 added the constituent in the FPTP system is created to give an advantage to a 
particular ethnic or race. 
The PR system also does not establish relationship or linkages between the voters and the 
representatives because the PR system does not have constituencies represented by any person 
(respondents 1 & 9). In a country like Malaysia where the delivery system (of the government) is not 
efficient and the development of the area/constituents is an imbalance, the representative of the 
constituent as practiced in the FPTP system is very important to fill the gaps (respondent 2). 
To sum, respondents 2, 3, 5 and 10 opines that the issue of whether or not to change to the new 
electoral system is irrelevant for Malaysia because the real and the main problem is the ability of the 
government to serve the people. In other words, the problem of negative perception of the people towards 
the electoral system is due to the weaknesses of the government and has nothing to do with the current 
FPTP system (respondents 3, 5 & 10). 
Conclusion 
Malaysia is a developing country where the economic, social and other developments are not the same 
between states, districts, and areas. It is such very important to have an electoral system that representing 
certain constituents. The elected representative of a constituent knows the issues, concerns, problems and 
the needs of the locals or voters in his constituent. As such, the representative will then bring the matter to 
relevant authorities, state legislative assembly or even the Parliament to highlight and bring up the issues 
from his constituent. The PR system is best implemented in a country where development is evenly 
distributed among areas, and that is not the case in Malaysia. 
Another important benefit of FPTP that is an important feature in Malaysia is the cost of conducting 
the election is cheaper (under FPTP system). The cost of the election is increasing in every election. The 
overall cost election during the 13th General Election was MYR460 million and the increase of the cost 
was due to the transportation and logistics cost, including hiring the choppers, trucks, boats, electoral 
staff, ICT software, preparation of election equipment and election documents, and the increment of the 
emolument rates (Malaysia Election Commission, 2013, p.85). If the PR system is introduced, the 
government has to be ready and willing to allocate and spend more money because the system is costlier 
than the FPTP system since the voting process may be done in two rounds or more, and maybe in few 
phases. The actual cost is burdened to the people and it is a loss to the people as well as the country. 
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The question on the relevance of the current system and whether or not Malaysia should change to a 
new system very much depends on the readiness of the people and willingness of the government. The 
people must be well-informed on the new system be prepared for change. This is the biggest challenge for 
change for the Election Commission to educate the people and getting their trust. 
To sum, this research concludes that the FPTP system is still the best electoral system to be 
implemented in Malaysia as for now. However, Malaysia should be ready for a change in the near future 
as it is the way forward for Malaysia. Any changes need amendment and changes to the current legal 
framework, restructuring of the Election Commission, preparation of adequate system and infrastructure 
and most importantly, the readiness of the people and the willingness of the government to change. 
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